Integrated Management Software

E XC E L L E N C E IN IN TE G R ATIO N
The TerraServer combines the integrated software and
operation management together. There are two parts of the
TerraServer. One is the backend service (TerraServer Service),
and the other is the front-end user interface (TerraServer
Client), allowing multiple PCs/users to log on remotely.

TerraServer also applies in Public Address & Evacuation
purposes which rest on a TCP/IP networking architecture. The
TerraServer provides streaming media, IPS (Internet Paging
Service) paging, pre-arrange the audio files, remote store for
chime, web page banners, themes, fonts and USB messages
etc.,

play

prerecorded

messages,

scheduler,

priority

announcements, multiple devices management & monitoring or routing music through the network from a central
based server and/or operator unit.

F EAT U R E S
Multiple devices management & monitoring for TERRACOM, ATEÏS, XAVTELL products
Streaming media & broadcasting
Scheduler for background music
Ethernet, TCP/IP, VLAN compliant
Message recording, store and play simultaneously
Pre-arrange the audio sources and apply them into the Terracom devices
Remote Store (chime, messages, web banner etc.)
Up to 99 priority levels

In-Store

Streaming
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F U N C T I O N AL I T I E S
CONFIGURATION & USER INTERFACE

REMOTE STORE

The software can also be installed on multiple computers on

The TerraServer can handle mass audio sources of TERRACOM

the clients side at the same time, associating with microphone

devices in a time-saving control interface. The Remote Store includ-

paging desks, IP matrix and IP terminals. This PC server is also

ing the file storage (both image and audio sources) and also storing

used for system configuration settings and logging which can

into multiple TERRACOM devices at the same time. Additionally, you

be linked to a back-up server system.

can also delete the chime storage, web page banners storage, USB
messages storage, PPM IT-5 theme/fonts storage and radio storage

INSTORE

with only a few simple steps required.

The In-Store function enables users to make prearrangements
for the audio sources and to apply the sources to all TERRACOM

BACKGROUND MUSIC

devices. The sources include music files, radio channels,

Thanks to priority management, background music playing and

prerecorded massages. Its date and time can be configured and

announcements will work seamlessly without disturbing each other.

be carried out in a few easy steps via TerraServer.

The background music can be played from either a play list or
dedicated hardware inputs such as a CD player, for music playing

SCHEDULER

and priority announcements.

In some applications, such as schools, you will need to schedule
the announcement and music play list. TerraServer proposes a
scheduler programming with different events for daily, weekly,
monthly or play task.
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